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Chile: Business confidence remains in the doldrums and foreign news
are not very supportive; Little changes in short term inflation



Peru: Both inflation and partial sector GDP figures were up mildly in
March

CHILE: BUSINESS CONFIDENCE REMAINS IN THE DOLDRUMS AND
FOREIGN NEWS ARE NOT VERY SUPPORTIVE; LITTLE CHANGES IN
SHORT TERM INFLATION.
Yesterday, the business confidence index for April was released. Aligned with
many international indicators, but opposite to what it could be expected from the
stability of copper price in March-April and some breaks in the apparently overcast
political sky for a tax reform a bigger possibility of wide agreements, the index was
below the previous month. The total indicator fell from 54 in March to 52 in April.
Both are positive and remark expansion, but taking out mining sector (which even
improved vs. previous register), the index showed contraction. However, the
conclusion can not be a direct contraction in non-mining economy, among other
reasons, because the index has been below 50 before and that did not happened.
But it reflects a remarkable weakness in those sectors. Needless to say that
plunge of copper price after international dataflow in the last days (about activity in
2 main commercial partner) and their consequences on the copper price will not
be supportive for business confidence. Anyway, as we expect that investment will
be led by mining and public works in the first stage (as usually happens in Chile)
and that should start at midyear, some more patience in required.
Of course there is not so much patience in financial markets. Exchange rate
(CLP/USD) was hit by new copper price, even if that is not expected to last for a
long time, coupled with an uptick risk aversion. According to our quantitative
approach, we see the current exchange rate relatively aligned with historical
parameters (there is no a meaningful gap between the spot price and the model).
Nothing of this is definitive enough to change our forecast of an exchange rate 5%
or a little more below current level at year end, but it validates our warning about
high volatility in the meanwhile, with a trading range of 5% above and below CLP
660.
We estimate a monthly inflation of 0.4% for April (2.1% y/y, both data to be
released on next Wednesday), slightly above forwards and economists' surveys.
Increases will come from transportation (air and interurban transport services,
gasoline) and housing expenses (rent, co-ownership expenses). This rise would
be partially offset by drops in communication and clothing. At the core level, we
expect of 0.3% m/m, with goods increasing 0.1% m/m and services 0.4% m/m.
For May, we anticipate CPI inflation of 0.4%-0.5% (in line with forwards and above
traders and economists’ surveys), explained by electricity bills (which would
contribute around 0.2pp) gasoline prices and seasonal factors. By divisions, the
main positive incidences would come from transport (0.18pp), influenced by a
higher demand due to Easter, followed by housing (0.08pp) and foods (0.06pp).
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These rises would be partially offset by communications (-0.04pp) and clothing and footwear (-0.01pp), due to rate updates and
mid-season sales, respectively. This little change leaves unmodified our forecast for the whole year which should reach to 2.8%.
Today we will know the official result for the commerce sector in March, which is widely expected to be rather weak. Specifically in
the retail, our team estimates a sales growth of 1% (this is not very different of previous months behavior but vs. compared with
historical average in Chile, is pretty low). An index based in a sample of the private sector (Chamber of Commerce) just for
Santiago anticipated a contraction, but discrepancies between this series and that of the National Office of Statistics are relatively
wide.
PERU: BOTH INFLATION AND PARTIAL SECTOR GDP FIGURES ARE UP MILDLY IN MARCH
Inflation came in at 0.2% for the month of March, just marginally lower than our expectations, and largely in line with our 12-month
forecast of 2.6%-2.7%. Inflation will continue bordering the ceiling of the Central Bank target range (1% to 3%) for at least another
quarter, but this will mostly reflect a low base comparison. By year end, inflation should have corrected down to our full-year
forecast of 2.4%. The CB has signaled its awareness that this temporary hike will not affect policy.
Partial sector GDP growth figures for March have been released. Mining GDP rose a marginal 0.15%, y/y. This was the first
positive growth since September 2018. As a result, Mining GDP growth is now trending closer to -0.6% for 1Q2019, versus our
forecast of -2.1%. Fishing, down 9.5% y/y, came more in line with our expectations. March is not a fishing season month, however,
so the sector carries a low weight. Electricity, up 6.3%, and cement consumption, +5.2%, suggests that domestic demand remains
resilient. Overall, the partial figures so far available suggest GDP growth in March which is much better than January-February, but
still rather modest.
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